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To whom it may concern, 

 

I am writing to you today as a past client of The Holistic Hound Dog Training based in Perth, WA to oppose 

some of the new standards proposed in the Draft Standards and Guidelines for the Health and Welfare of Dogs 

in WA, specifically those outlined below; 

The flat ban on prong collars  

S12.2 Prong collars must not be used on a dog. 

 

The adjustments to the accepted method of use of Electronic Collars, points (a) & (b) 

S13.1 An electronic collar must only be used on a dog in accordance with the 

generally accepted method of use. For the purposes of these Standards, the 

generally accepted method of use includes: 

(a) if a reasonable and documented effort has been made to use other 

training techniques to modify behaviour and these have not been 

effective; 

(b) a veterinarian has examined the health and temperament of the dog 

and reasonably believes that the dog is suitable to wear an electronic  

collar. 

 

I think it should also be mentioned, while not a proposed new standard, the guideline regarding a 2 hour 

maximum on crating as per G4.1 I believe is also unrealistic for many people. Crating a dog for a longer period 

as part of a wider program and adequate mental and physical stimulation for the dog is often a measure to keep a 

dog safe, and maintain high structure and quality of training, as well as used at many dog clubs and events to 

ensure safety in an environment with multiple dogs present.  

 

We had a number of issues that needed to be addressed with our dog including jumping, barking, pulling on the 

lead and not listening to instructions from ourselves especially when we had visitors. With the help and 

guidance from our trainer Lauren these issues have now been resolved. We noticed a change in our first session 

and the jumping and running out the door had become much more less. Lauren had then introduced the prong 

collar for walking on the lead and I cannot believe the difference in our dog. She is more calm and not as 

nervous and anxious, I believe it has given her more confidence and it most definitely has given us more 

confidence in walking her. Before the training it was our dog taking charge and dominating us where as now she 

knows who is the leader. We also use a crate for our dog as this is her safe place and a spot where she can chill 

out. Prior to the training I had not been shown how to use the crate or the prong collar but now that I have been 

shown the correct way of how to use them we are a much happier household and enjoy having our dog inside 

when guests are around and also walking her along with my two children without having to worry.  

We have tried other training methods prior to having Lauren visit us and we did not have any success. Lauren   

knew exactly what she was talking about and knew exactly what tools would be best for our situation. She was 

not forceful at any point and explained everything to us and how to use the tools appropriately. Without Laurens 

training methods I do believe that we would be enjoying  having our dog as much as we do now that she has had 

the training. With having two children we had to ensure that our dog was going to listen and be respectful of us 
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otherwise we may have had to go down a different path which would have been devastating. 

 

 

 

Thank you for taking the time to read my submission. I would be happy to substantiate the above information by 

answering any questions or submit further if needed as I feel so strongly about this cause.  

 

Kind Regards,  

Elise Laycock 

Client of  

The Holistic Hound Dog Training 

Lauren Maslen (Owner-Operator)  

 

ABN: 38 322 407 514 

 


